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Route: Constantinople – Trakai
(Silhouette of hope blowing softly from the farland)
This article is about a community branch of Judaism who still continue to exist as a part of some
countries in Eastern Europe. They are Karaims. The aim of this study is to contribute the cultural
heritage route of Jews. This time, the direction of the route is towards to Europe. And again, they
changed lands, looking at the silhouette of hope blowing softly from a farland.
In the 10th century, as claimed, the Byzantine Emperor judged to exile a community of Jews
who were living in Constantinople and Anatolia to Crimea. In these years, the eastern Crimea
was conquered by Kievan Rus Principality. Meanwhile the different groups of Turkic peoples
were continuing to migrate to that land since 8th century. For that reason, the Turkish language
had begun to become more dominant. As expected, the exiled Jews started to speak Turkish too.
Their language evolved and now is accepted [1, 2] as a member of western Kipchak of Turkish
languages family. The name of this community is Karaims. However, the reason of using this
word for their community is not so clear. They consequently became a Turkish-speaking
community, believing in the Karaim sect of Judaism. And also, many Turkish people accepted to
Karaism.
After many years in 14th century, the Grand Duke of Lithuania, Vytautas the Great, brought
several hundred families of Karaim and Tatar peoples to Lithuania. In the year of 2020, although
their world population has diminished, the Karaims are still keep their existence in Turkey,
Lithuania, Poland and Crimea. They are called as Karay in Istanbul, Karaimai in Vilnius,
Karaimi in Warsaw and Qaray in Crimea.
Rise of Karaism
Karaism was founded in Baghdad in 8th century. The Karaims is a religious community that
only accepts the written rules of Judaism. In fact, the Karaims in Istanbul says that the word of
Karaims means “those who read” in Hebrew.
It is better to review Judaism before continuing its historical and cultural side. Judaism is based
on the principles of the Torah. God sent oral commandments to Prophet Moses along with the
written ones in the Torah on Mount Sinai. When the rabbis added the commentary text in some
years, the holy book was considered by covering both parts in Talmud. But after centuries, a
group of Jews objected to the text bindings of Talmud because they were created by human.
In the 8th century, Anan Ben David founded Karaism in Baghdad. His movement was
considered as opposition to the order and to the religion. He was jailed for a while. He could
only be released in case of accepting a sect of Islam. The followers of Anan moved to Jerusalem.
But then, they had to suffer the oppression of Jews living there. Later the movement reached
Europe though Constantinople and Andalusia.
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In the following centuries, the Jews had to suffer new oppressions to leave their lands. Like all
the Jews, Karaims also faced those difficulties. Between 10th and 12th centruies, Jews and
Karaims were forced to leave their homes in Jerusalem, in Syria, in Spain. As a result, at the
times of Byzantine and Ottoman Empires, Constantinople acted as a center of attraction for Jews
and also as a shelter for the Karaims.
Karaims in Crimea
One of the nomadic Turkish tribes, called Kipchaks, had to move from the West of Mongolia
after the Huns conquered their lands. Kipchaks crossed the Volga river and settled in steppes
near the Black Sea and Northern Caucasus. In that area, Khasar Khaganate was built and spread
over the southern region of Kievan Rus.
In the other side of the Black Sea, due to the anti-Jewish persecution by the Christian Byzantine
Empire, a large number of Jews had to flee to a more friendly state, the Turkish ruled Khasar
Khaganate with its large Slav and other populations. There was an expected mutual interaction,
so some of the Turkish communities began to convert to Judaism. Those were the years for the
Turks to decide about the monoteistic religions. Beforehand, they were believing in the spiritual
Shamanism and in the sky god of Tengrism.
By the time the Karaims also began to migrate to Crimea, and later Karaims adopted a Turkic
language. In addition, the Karaims were living with another Turkish community, and had good
relationships with easiness of common Turkish language. They were the Muslim Crimean
Tatars.
Over the years, the states continued to change and the lands continued to change hands. In the
10th century, the coastal cities were claimed by Kievan Rus Principality. But later first Kipchaks
and Tatars of Golden Horde State began to rule Crimea.
At this point, the history of Karaims was connected with Lithuania. According to the tradition,
The Grand Duke of Lithuania, Vytautas the Great, marched by several attacks in the lands of
Golden Horde.
Vytautas the Great and His Power
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Vytautas was the son of Kestutis, Duke of Trakai, and his second wife Birute [3]. He was born
about the year 1350 in Trakai. After the war against Jogaila, the King of Poland (cousin of
Vytautas), he escaped to Prussia. In 1392, Vytautas reconciled with Jogaila, he was recognized
as the Grand Duke of Lithuania, and returned to Vilnius. In 1397, Vytautas marched to the
Southeast, and he succeeded in battles against the Azov Horde. In 1398, he marched to the Tatar
Land. After three wars were made between the Lithuanian army and the Tatars, many captives
were taken and settled in empty territories of Lithuania.
During that time, Vytautas brought Karaims from Crimea. Vytautas envisaged the displacement
of these different nations within a policy to develop economic life. They were settled in Trakai
and in some other locations near the Lithuanian border.
Trakai

Castles in Trakai [2]
At the end of 14th century, continuing the expansionist policy, Vytautas had brought 383 Karaim
families to Lithuania and settled them in Trakai, in the north-western part. Some time later,
Karaim settlements appeared also in the northern part of Lithuania.
In Trakai, Karaims served as guards of the ducal castles. In that region, the Grand Duke Kestutis
had begun the construction of a castle which was finished by Vytautas in the early 15th century.
It was never conquered by any raiders [2]. The castle was built in a Gothic style with some
Romanesque elements. The second castle was in the middle of the lake, in a distance of a cannon
shoot form the first castle. The ducal palace was separated from the outer ward by a fosse, and
there was a defensive wall with towers around the outer ward. Before the Battle of Grunwald
(Zalgiris), the castle had been expanded in a modern structure, the towers of the curtain wall had
been adjusted for the flank defence.
In 1410, Vytautas commanded the forces and ended with a Polish-Lithuanian victory. After the
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defeat of the Teutonic Order in that year, the Island Castle became the residence of the Grand
Duke. As a result of Peace in 1411, Vytautas received Zemaitija (Samogitia). In 1413, the whole
right bank of the Nemunas river belonged to Lithuania. But the wars and conflicts didn’t
conclude in short time.
In the beginning of the 15th century, Trakai was a flourishing city, frequently visited by
merchants and honoured guests. Among them, the King of Poland Jogaila visited the Castle for
13 times. Later in 1430, Vytautas died.
Early Life of Karaims in the North
Karaims were also engaged in agriculture, trade and crafts. At that time, Trakai was a
multinational town divided into several areas according to national and religious belonging of the
residents. During the reign of Vytautas, Trakai gained importance as a significant commercial
center, trading with the Teutonic Order and northern European ports. In 1423 [4], Vytautas
granted his Jewish subjects the right of free trade with the Teutonic Order, because Vytautas was
in need of skillful artisans and merchants, like Karaims. In addition, the fact that they were
speaking a kind of Turkish specifically helped them to trade from the Golden Horde and Crimea.
Vytautas and other rulers of Lithuania expressed their confidence to the Karaims by affording
some privileges. In 1441, the Grand Duke of Lithuania Casimir IV Jagiellon granted the
Magdeburg Rights to the Karaims. According to this privilege, the Karaims were governed by
one leader, who was subordinate directly to the Grand Duke of Lithuania.
Kenesa
Karaims names their worship houses as Kenesa. It is originated from the words “Bet ha-Knesset”
in Hebrew. Bet means house and knesset means assembly. So it is the “House of Assembly”. The
name of synagogue was not adopted by Karaims because they believe that this word does not
fully describe the worship house.
The oldest kenesa in Lithuania is in Trakai (Karaimu str. 30). It was built in 15th century and
was reconstructed as its original architecture although it was burned for a few times.

Trakai Kenesa [5], Old Times
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Trakai Kenesa, Today [6]

Trakai Kenesa on Map (from Yandex)
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The most modern kenesa is in Vilnius (Liubarto str. 6). Although its construction started in 1911,
it was finished in 1921 after the War. In 1923, this Kenesa was consecrated. But in 1949 by the
decision of the Board of religious cults at USSR, the Kenesa was closed. For 40 years it was
nationalised, and first it was used as a kind of trust, later as geodesy service archives. In 1989,
the Kenesa again became property of the Karaim religious community in Lithuania. After five
years of restoration it was reconsecrated [1].

Vilniaus Karaimu Kenesa
Today’s Karaims
Karaims are living mostly in Vilnius and Trakai today. Along the Karaimu street in Trakai, there
are houses built in traditional Karaim architecture with three facade windows.

Houses in Karaimu Street [7]
In Trakai, there is also a Karaim Ethnographic Museum as part of the Trakai Museum. The
Trakai Museum was established in 1948 as a regional museum on Karaimu str. 22. In 1985, the
Museum received the premises of the former Dominican monastery, located in the territory of
the Peninsula Castle. In 1990, the Museum moved to the monastery building after restoration.
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The administration of the museum remained in the building on Karaimu str. 22. In 1967, the first
Karaim ethnographic exhibition was opened there. In 1997, on the occasion of the 600th
anniversary of the settlement of Karaims and Tatars in Lithuania, the display was renewed. Now
it is a Karaim Ethnographic Museum that introduces the history, traditions and house life [2]

S. Shapshal Karaim Ethnographic Museum, Karaimu str. 22 [2]
There is another Karaimu street (gatve) in Zverynas district of Vilnius, in front of the Vilnius
Kenesa.
Karaim cuisine created an influence in Lithuania, such as kibinai that is a pastry filled with
mutton (sometimes cheese or vegetables). There are restaurants to taste a “tikras karaimai
kibinai” in Trakai like Restaurant Kybynlar or in Vilnius like Restaurant Narutis or everywhere
like Senoji Kibinine, or at local fastfood points.

In Poland, Karaims live in Warsaw, Wroclaw and Pomorze region [1]. They organize cultural
activities by their Karaim NGO [8]. There is a folk group for dancing and singing with a name
Dostlar. Karaims visits Trakai Kenesa every year [6]. There is Karaim cemetery in Redutowa 34,
01-103 Warszawa. By the way, Polish also has “kibiny” in their cuisine.
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In Turkey, Karaims mostly lived in Hasköy district of Istanbul near the Golden Horn, in which
there is the Istanbul Kenesa in Duru Street. It is not in good condition. This kenesa had burned a
few times. But its reconstruction was not properly protected.

Kenesa in Istanbul – Entrance

Kenesa in Istanbul – Inner Court
There are about 40 Karaim families in Istanbul today. Some claims that the name of Karaköy
district originated from Karaims because its pronounciation sounds like “Karai-Keuy”. (“köy”
means district of a city or village.) Karaköy is just at the right bank of the Golden Horn inlet
from the Bosphorus and the downhill neighborhood of Galata. In that area, the Venetians,
Genoesens and Jews had lived in Byzantine and Ottoman times.
Karaims also influenced Turkish cuisine, and so, Kibinai is made in Turkey too. The word of
kibinai is “kıbın” in Turkish, but it can be written like “kibin” because there is no letter “i”
without dot in other languages. For making its pronounciation more similar, it is sometimes
written like “kybyn” for foreigners. As a little note of grammar, “lar” is the plural suffix in
Turkish. So the name of the restaurant in Trakai, “kybynlar” has the same usage in Turkish,
which means “kibins”. It is possible to analyse the word of “dostlar” that is the name of folk
group in Poland. “Dost” is “dost” in Turkish, which means friend. When the plural suffix is
added, it will be “dostlar”, which means friends.
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Conclusion
The cultural route of Karaims ended in Lithuania. Maybe their population is very tiny. However,
their culture, language, history and monuments have been well respected and are still alive
among the others. So the Lithuanian nobles in the past and the Lithuanian people of today played
an important role in protection of a cultural heritage during more than 600 years. As stated by
Karaims [1], they have a picture of Vytautas at home, and in 1930, at the 500-year remembrance
of Vytautas’ death, a Requiem was held in the Vilnius Kenesa. That means this community has
always kept their loyal respect towards Vytautas and Lithuania.
Lastly, it is time to resume the route of Karaims from Anatolia to Trakai over 4 main stations:
1- Byzantine Empire: Constantinople (now Turkey)
2- Turkic States in Crimea: Chufut Kale, Bakhchysarai (Bahcesaray), Feodesia (Kefe) (now
Russia*)
3- Grand Duchy of Lithuania: Trakai (now Lithuania)
3.1- Grand Duchy of Lithuania: Halych, Lviv, Lutsk (now Ukraine)
4- Kingdom of Poland: Warsaw, Wroclaw and Pomorze (now Poland)
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Note:
* The EU and its Member States do not recognise the Russian legislation on issues related to
Crimea or Sevastopol as valid [9]. At the present time, it is accepted that Crimea/Sevastopol
belongs to Russia (de facto), and to Ukraine (de jure).
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